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December 3rd, 2020 

 
Purpose: to provide scientific insights into the Russian and foreign practices and 

potential of the humanities education strategies, to identify areas of work, to summarize 

best practices and to forecast socio-cultural changes expected in the modern higher 

education as a result of the universal digitization of Russia and the world. 

 

Participants invited: professors, post-graduate students, Master’s students, Bachelor’s 

students, workers in education and education management. 

 

Format: remote. 

 

Languages: Russian, English. 

 

Subjects of the panels: 

 

Plenary session / panel discussion: 

“Education in Russia and the World through the lens of history and foresight: 

Is a perfect educational model possible?” 

 

 

Panel 1. “Humanities education as a factor of socio-political, economic and cultural 

development of the Russian society: historico-philosophical aspects” 

 
- Spiritual and moral values, cultural and historical traditions of the peoples of Russia and 

the evolution of the national education system; 

- Practices of integrating and Russian education systems throughout different historical 

periods; 

- Impact of national psychology on the domestic education development; 

- Great educators, their theoretical and practical legacy; 



- Philosophy of the Russian education; 

- Adaptation and impact of the foreign education practices on the “Russian Abroad”: 

discussion points, theory and practice; 

- Philosophical, historical, and cultural underpinnings of the modern development of the 

social, cultural and the scientific-educational spheres; 

- Transition of the Russian Federation to the Bologna education system: first results, pros 

and cons; 

- Humanities education and creating a patriotic culture among the youth during the 

modern higher education development; 

- Online education practices during a pandemic. 

 

Panel 2. “Integrating digital education and humanities: practices, challenges and 

results” 

 

- Networking of educational organizations as a education quality development tool;  

- Practices of developing and implementing distance learning during a pandemic in 

different countries; 

- The role of humanities knowledge within the media landscape: education, upbringing, 

worldview; 

- The transformation of the educational environment and its quality as a condition of 

improving education results; 

- The interaction between various learning levels and the transformation of teaching 

practices within the “school-university” system under digital education; 

- “Key” humanities subjects in the modern higher school: What you can't do without? 

- The foresight-based image of the foreign and Russian education in the near and distant 

future; 

- National education and upbringing systems and the globalization issues; 

- National education systems and the economic development level of the world's 

countries; 

- Practices of the use of global educational platforms. 

 

Panel 3. Student round table “Educational trends in Russia and abroad as seen by the 

21st century youth” 

- Education of the Russian nobility: on the 210th anniversary of the Tsarskoye Selo 

Lyceum. 

- National education and the Russian national ideology idea: on the 190th anniversary of 

the “Official Nationality” theory. 

- Great educational institutions of Russia and the world, their legacy; 

- “Attraction points” of the modern Russian education as seen by Russian and foreign 

student; 

- The social portrait of the student community: past, present and future. 

- Peculiarities and prospects of the modern Russian education as seen by students and 

professors. 

 

 



Conditions for participation: 

 
Following the results of the conference, it is planned to publish a collection of conference 

proceedings with an ISBN code and a placement in the RSCI database on a article-by-

article basis. The collection of conference proceedings will be also published in the SHS 

Web of Conferences journal, indexed by the Web of Science bibliographic database. 

An electronic version of the conference proceedings in PDF format will be e-mailed to 

the authors. 

There is no registration fee for participating in the conference. 

There is a fee for being published in the collection of conference proceedings. The 

publishing fee is 30,000 (thirty thousand) roubles. The fee includes: 

 

- preparation of the documents necessary for submitting a proceeding application; 

- English-to-Russian translation of the publishing house submission guidelines and 

Russian-to-English translation of the article; 

- compliance check of the article (under the publishing house submission guidelines);  

- preparation of a short technical review of the submitted article (so as to improve its 

quality); 

- technical work on the layout of the article and its submission to the publishing house 

(under the publishing house submission guidelines); 

- preparation of all the supporting documents necessary for publishing the collection and 

paying the publication fee of the SHS Web of Conferences Publishing House. 

The conference organizing committee reserves the right to hold a pre-selection of 

submitted articles. 

Applications for conference participation are accepted until October 15, 2020 via an e-

mail sent to MNSvintsova@fa.ru (make sure to put “Conference” in the subject). 

Participant application forms need to be filled out in Russian and English. 

Conference proceedings are accepted for publication until November 15, 2020 via an e-

mail sent to MNSvintsova@fa.ru. 

 

Contact information: 

Financial University under the Government of the Russian Federation 

Department of Humanities 
125993, Moscow, Leningradsky Prospekt, 51/1, Room 0619 (at the “Aeroport” metro 

station) 

Phone number: 8(495)249-52-99, e-mail: MNSvintsova@fa.ru. 

The conference coordinator is Marina N. Svintsova, Ph.D. in History. 
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Sample application form 

Conference Participant Application Form 

 

FILL OUT 

(in English) 

Author no. 1 Author no. 2 Author no. 3 Author no. 4 Author no. 5 

Full name      

Academic 

degree 

     

Academic title 

 

     

Place of work      

Department 

(faculty, 

chair) 

     

Post 

 

     

ORCID      

Mobile phone      

E-mail      

Title of the 

panel 

     

Topic of the 

report 

     

 

 

Recommendations to authors 

 

Submission requirements 

 

Word for Windows. 

Paper size А4 (210 × 297 mm). 

Margins 2.5 cm (on all sides). 

Font size 14; Times New Roman typeface, line spacing 1.5.  

Indentation 1.25 cm, alignment justified. 

Standard article length: 14,000 characters with spaces (list of references excluded). 

Minimum article length: 10,000 characters with spaces. 

Minimum abstract length: 200 words, maximum abstract length: 250 words. The 

abstract should provide a brief background of the research, aims of the research, its 

methods, most important results, their novelty and significance. 

Keywords: 3-4 words or word combinations (do not use words or phrases from the 

title). When choosing keywords, it is advised that you use the UNESCO Thesaurus 

(http://vocabularies.unesco.org/browser/thesaurus/en/?clang=ru). 

http://vocabularies.unesco.org/browser/thesaurus/en/?clang=ru


 

Structure of the article (recommended): Introduction (background of the research, a 

review of the theoretical basis, arguments of relevance, hypothesis, aim, objectives); 

Methods (Methods that were used to fulfill the objectives set out in the introduction. In a  

review article, the Methods section should emphasize the criteria for choosing sources, 

their types, the time period, reasons for using a particular body of work); Results (if 

possible, present the results as a table or a diagram); Discussion (analysis of the results, 

comparison of the data obtained with the relevant studies published over the last 5 years); 

Conclusion (key findings of the research, its limits and prospects). 

Tables and figures are sent as a separate file. 

A list of references and sources is a must (GOST R 0.7.5-2008 "Bibliographic 

reference”). Automatic numbering of the list is not allowed. All sources listed in the 

References section must be mentioned in the text. All links in the text should be in the 

same format of square brackets (example: [1], [2]). If the source you are referring to is 

available online, provide a hyperlink (URL) to the page with full output data of the 

source, so that any missing information could be clarified. 

The minimum number of sources is 15. Self-citation is allowed if necessary, but 

only up to 2 sources in the overall list. It is also necessary to use the English and Russian 

sources published over the last 5 years in peer-reviewed scientific publications. Try to 

make sure that the minimum percentage of such sources is at least 50% of all the sources 

cited in the article. If the source has a DOI, it must be provided as well. 

 

Free online resources for finding sources in English: 

At Scimagojr, you can sort the list of journals by the area you are interested in. By 

ticking the “Only Open Access Journals” box, you will get a list of journals on your topic 

that are available without subscriptions and you will be able to go to the journal's website 

directly from their profile at:  https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php. 

ResearchGate is a scientific community where registered users can post their research 

works and read the works of other authors. There is an option to use keyword search and 

works of interest are almost always available for download: 

https://www.researchgate.net/about. 

ScienceDirect is an Elsevier publishing platform that hosts archives of published 

journals. Advanced search settings will help you find relevant sources: 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/search/advanced. We recommend searching among the 

following types of articles: “Research articles”, “Review articles”, “Data articles”. 

Google Scholar is an extensive and easy-to-search library: https://scholar.google.com. 

Sage Open is an open access magazine published by the Sage Publishing House that 

features high-quality research and review articles on education and the Humanities. The 

following link will take you to a sorted collection of articles on education: 

https://journals.sagepub.com/topic/sgo-subjects/3031/sgo 

https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php
https://www.researchgate.net/about
https://www.sciencedirect.com/search/advanced
https://scholar.google.com/
https://journals.sagepub.com/topic/sgo-subjects/3031/sgo


SAMPLE LAYOUT 

 

Title of the article (no more than 10 words) 

Name N. Surname1,1, Name N. Surname 2 , and Name N. Surname 1 

1Organization, Department/Institute, City, Country 

2 Organization, Department/Institute, City, Country 

Abstract: 

Key words:  

 

Text of the article [1]. Text of the article [2]. 

References. 

1. 

2. 

 

 

                                                             
1 Corresponding author: author@email.org 
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